
Lab 2. Motion in a Straight Line

Goals

• To understand how to calibrate equipment.
• To understand how to determine limitations of equipment.
• To understand how to interpret the sign (+,–) of velocity and acceleration.
• To observe how the acceleration of an object behaves when the direction of the object’s

motion reverses.

Each week, stop work on the lab with about 30 minutes left in the class session. We are not
scoring you for completion of all lab activities, but for doing quality work. Use this final 30
minutes of the class session to review the rubrics which apply to the week and check that you have
performed at the level you desire.

Our requirement is that students perform at the EXPECTATION level in our rubrics. This allows
for mistakes at roughly a 75% score rank if this were a classical assignment. It would be fantastic
if you could all score at SCIENTIFIC, which is flawless performance. But you are introductory
students, and expecting a flawless performance is not realistic. Plus it is always better to have
a view of the next steps in your progress, and I do hope that each of you continues to improve
your skills in scientific experimentation, even if you never purposefully engage in physics research
again.

Like solving any math equation, science has multiple paths from question to answer. But unlike
math equations, there are also multiple equally worthy answers, to include sometimes having no
answer at all. This wide range of potential processes and outcomes means that any overly pre-
scriptive grading mechanism (like assigning specific point values to key phrases) detracts from the
research by forcing students to try and "solve" the game of acquiring their desired grade.

For this week, there will be text boxes interrupting the flow of the lab to explain when you would
need to pay attention to the rubrics, and how you would satisfy them. These boxes are going to be
placed at points in the lab where the rubric applies, but typically when you are dealing with rubrics
you have evaluated all of them prior to lab so you have a general sense of what is required, and
then at the end of the lab you go through and ensure you met requirements by finding those places
where rubrics applied in particular.
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Introduction

Rubric Awareness

Rubric CT.B.a applies right at the start. Read the whole lab procedure in the week prior
to lab, and do some extra research (either by reading your textbook or looking online) on
the topics we will be examining. You are writing the introduction section to satisfy your
Exit Ticket requirements at the same time as you fulfill CT.B.a, and it is best if you clearly
identify a portion of the introduction for rubric CT.B.a. We aren’t looking for you to just
re-state the title of the lab. We want to know that you understand why we are doing this
experiment today, and what are the important things for you to know while you do the
experiment. If you are not sure what the purpose of the lab is, being distracted by irrelevant
details or failing to notice critical ones is very possible.

The other portion of your introduction written prior to attending lab is SL.A.a. Or at least
half of it. You are asked to describe the experiment itself for SL.A.a, which can be done
through reading the manual and looking at other experiments on the subject online. The final
portion of SL.A.a is to suggest improvements to the lab, which will have to wait until after
you have been able to use the lab equipment and figure out ways in which it fails to provide
ideal knowledge. Knowing how other people perform similar labs can help considerably in
deciding how the lab you perform could be better.

Often SL.B.a can be satisfied at the same time as CT.B.a, as descriptions of the equipment
may be useful in describing what we will do with the equipment. But in cases where you do
not know what gear we will be using, and cannot find any details about gear typically used
in labs on this subject, SL.B.a would be appropriately addressed later in better detail.

CT.B.b can also be satisfied before attending lab, though on occasion you will realize the
need to add a few variables to your list when you find that your research was not quite
adequate to prepare you for lab.

One difficulty which new learners of physics deal with is that you have lived your life in the physi-
cal world, and discussed the physical world. This has lead to using scientific terms in non-technical
manner. Take the word "Slow" and think about what that means. Is it velocity, or acceleration?
Well, if I say "That car is slow" then I mean velocity. But if I say "That car should slow down"
then I mean acceleration.

Words like velocity and acceleration you may not have used as often when speaking with people
casually, but you have almost certainly heard before and thus will have a self created definition in
your mind, even if not consciously. What you learn in lab and class has to work against any aspects
of your personal definitions. Let me state outright that nobody can tell the difference between a
constant linear velocity and a constant linear acceleration by eye at the scale which exists in the
lab room.
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Motion along a straight, horizontal track

Before continuing, make sure that the cart track is level. The track has a screw at one end (the end
nearest the edge of the table) that can be turned to raise and lower the track until the track is level.
Your teaching assistant will describe how to use a spirit level to make sure the track is properly
leveled.

It is worth developing some familiarity with what the cart is able to measure, and ensure that you
trust the measurements it makes. Set up the cart on your track and add a Digits display to Capstone
showing you position. While recording, move your cart along the track a fixed value as measured
by the markings on the track and verify that the position displayed on Capstone agrees.

Rubric Awareness

While we will not always encourage you directly in the manual to experiment with your
equipment to find the limitations and capabilities, that is the entire essence of Rubric SL.B.a.
You can find many details about the limitations of gear online. With simple devices like a
meter stick you can tell the limitations by simple inspection of the instrument. But for
electronic devices running through a computer interface it is vital to both do research on-
line about the equipment and to interact with the equipment to determine requirements for
effective use of the tool.

This is an appropriate place to address rubric WC.A (sketching). Every time the setup on
your lab table changes, a new sketch is appropriate. Or at least a small sketch revising
a portion of the initial full table sketch. Just a maximum, minimum, and angle does not
construct a full picture of your setup to a reader. You need to include a sketch and written
description of how the gear is arranged in order to do that. The written description can also
include math expressions, analogies or alternative scenarios. The important key is to make
sure your representation shows all of the important information and contains no errors. Or
that when there are limitations to your representation (which always happens with analogies)
that you explain clearly what those limitations are.

For a sketch, we are not judging you on artistic capability, but we are judging you on in-
formation delivery. If you just draw a couple of vaguely rectangular blobs, but you label
them well, then you have done a fantastic job with your sketch. Meanwhile if you make a
photo-realistic drawing of your entire lab room, but I cannot tell where on your track your
measurements start and end, you have a terrible sketch.

Throwing all of your numbers into your sketch can get confusing and messy fast. This is
why simple labels can be of great help. I can mark the sensor at the end of the track with a
large MS, and then write next to the sketch that MS is the motion sensor, which is angled to
point parallel to the track surface, with the distance from the mesh screen to the starting edge
of the track being 3.43 cm, and the center of the mesh located 4.72 cm above the surface of
the track. Now there is no chance of confusing these numbers as measurements for the track
or cart, which are each labelled with different indicators and described in detail elsewhere
on the page.
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Return to informal observations, this time making note of position, velocity, and acceleration as
the cart sits still or moves. Velocity cannot be confirmed through a second measure, but you should
be able to make sense of the values in general (if it said the velocity was 5,980 m/s, I would hope
you realize there is a problem with that. You are likely able to decide other less ludicrous values
are inappropriate as well. The whole track is 2m long, so if the cart takes 2 seconds to move across
the track you know roughly what velocity you should read). If you are able to trust the displays of
both position and velocity, then it is finally reasonable to look at the data shown for acceleration,
which you are unlikely to have the intuition to know if it is reliable or not, and so must rely upon
your confidence in the sensor as established by the other two measures.

Application and Expectation

The informal observations were founded only in sense-making. "Look at the data, does that match
what you expect?" To bring application and further solidify confidence in the equipment, you need
to make predictions and then verify. Note that you are now outside of the informal observation
period, and so should be making more copious notes in your lab Notebook. Make sure that you
provide sufficient detail to know what the relevance of the data is if you look back at this lab in 12
weeks.

Once again, start with position. reset your cart by turning recording off and back on, and then
move your cart (without checking the sensor readings) to obtain a position reading of 0.578m (you
may need to increase precision to get the decimal places required here). Once you have moved
the cart 0.578m, check the reading on Capstone for agreement. If there is no agreement, then
something about your understanding of how the equipment functions is faulty, or the equipment
itself is. Repeat this until you are able to rely on the output of the sensor. And for the last time I will
remind you: Be recording what you do and why, then the data obtained in your notebook.

With position "mastered" you should move to velocity. To make a prediction here, you need to
first establish the range of motion available on your track, then choose a total time of travel to
aim for (between 0.5 seconds and 1.5 seconds is reasonable). Push the cart from one end to the
other, at the appropriate force required to get the cart to travel the total distance in the travel time
you are aiming to obtain. Does the measured velocity times the time of travel match the range of
your motion (final position minus initial position) along the track? Here you are not looking for
as precise of an outcome as you obtained with position, as the graphs of velocity and acceleration
should make it clear that you did not have a single value for velocity the entire duration of travel.
But if you select your data set to consider from only the region where velocity appears to have a
straight slope, it should come out close in calculation.

Change in position is velocity. Change in velocity is acceleration. Change in acceleration is jerk.
Change in jerk is snap. Change in snap is crackle. Change in crackle is pop. One can continue
this progression, but for most practical purposes we stop after reaching the concept of acceleration.
Acceleration is proportional to force in Newton’s Second Law, which is our main tool for predicting
motion. Our goal is to understand how acceleration, velocity, and position are related for the simple
case of motion along a straight path. We will explore more complicated motions later.
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Motion along a level track

Before continuing, verify that the cart track is still level.

Observe and describe motion

Rubric Awareness

At this point you should be familiar with all of the equipment in the lab for this week, and
how the equipment is used. That makes it the appropriate time to look back at the list of
variables you made for Rubric CT.B.b and decide if you missed any, also review what you
said for SL.B.a to make sure you really understand how to use all of the measurement tools
and have delivered that information in your notes.

For Rubric CT.B.b, you need to understand dependent variables (those values you have to
measure, and you can change what the value will be by changing something else in the
experiment), and independent variables (those values you get to choose and set, you directly
control what number will be used during setup of the trial run). You need not always list
out "this is my answer for CT.B.b..." to satisfy this rubric, seeing which values are recorded
tells the grader your answer to this rubric. But there is much to be said for making it easy
for a grader to see that you have met expectations. Recording data which turns out to be
irrelevant to the lab doesn’t penalize you in this evaluation, so long as you make a note that
the data proved irrelevant to show the grader that you realized the waste of time.

Rubric SL.B.b sounds at first like it is asking you to record what the lab manual already
stated. That is not the intention. When we ask you to describe how to use the equipment to
make your measurements we are looking for a great deal of specifics. You don’t "measure
the distance from the cart to the sensor" to get a value for position. No, you "measure the
distance from the edge of the cart nearest to the motion sensor to the mesh screen on the
motion sensor by placing a piece of tape on the track just below the leading edge of the
cart and then holding a meter stick so that the zero-marked edge of the meter stick is firmly
placed on the mesh of the motion sensor, being careful not to damage the mesh screen in
the process." This second description tells me what primary and secondary tools were used,
what you were being careful of, how you were ensuring accuracy, and where on each object
the measurement was being made.

Place the cart at the end of the track closest to the computer and give it a gentle but quick push so
it travels the length of the track in about one second. Leave Capstone off at this point. Observe the
motion after you are no longer touching the cart and the cart is coasting along the track, but has
not yet hit the bumper at the other end of the track. Describe the motion of the cart in words. From
your observations describe the relationships between position and time and velocity and time by
drawing graphs of position and velocity as functions of time. Using the same time scale for each
graph, show the qualitative (no actual numerical values) behavior of the motion that you have just
observed. Use a straightedge where appropriate. Include some words to explain the reasoning
behind each of the graphs that you draw. You may wish to use arrows pointing to special
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features of your descriptions along with corresponding explanations of why you included
those features. You are expected to NOT use Capstone at this point. Doing the graphs on your
own now will allow you to decide if the graphs shown in Capstone align with what you expect
to see or not. Should the graphs in Capstone not agree with what you draw during this step, it
indicates a problem with the equipment, or a problem with your understanding (which helps you
figure out where to focus your studies).

Rubric Awareness

Rubric IL.A involves recording information you acquire from the lab equipment. The IL.A
rubric applies every time you take data from your lab setup, and every time you write down
observations to provide context to that data. There have been opportunities before now
where you should have been recording observations, but now you absolutely must have
something recorded. Be sure to record it carefully, including units and labels for vari-
ables.

The manual asked you to include graphs here, which brings us to Rubric WC.B. You will be
printing most graphs out from Capstone, but even if you set up all of the displays in Capstone
properly, the final printout will not contain all information which facilitates a reader’s proper
understanding of a graph.

At this moment you are expected to not be using Capstone at all, and making freehand graphs
which approximate what you observe. Be sure that each axis is labeled with what value you
are assigning to that axis, what units that value is expressed in, and numbers at an appropriate
scale. For these freehand drawings the numbers will be understood to be approximations,
not assignment of actual values measured. The X axis (horizontal scale) should always be
the independent variable (the value you have control over, to include time).

Normally in a graph you are showing actual recorded data. Having the data connected via
lines in such a case is inappropriate, as any line across the graph is meant to say "The values
along this line are completely valid possible results," and to show such information it is
more accurate to calculate and draw a trend-line, not simple connect-the-dots lines which
bounce around like mad on real data.

In addition to raw numbers and trend-lines and axis labels, it can help considerably to make
note of key events on a graph. If the graph crosses zero, did you observe something inter-
esting happening at that time? If the graph reaches a local maximum or minimum, did that
correspond to a physical observation? Also, some experiments will have you clicking record
before initiating the actual test. When this happens and your graph includes data prior to the
start of your trial, it helps the reader to know at what point on the graph the trial really starts
(as well as when it ends if you continued to take data past the end of the trial and it shows
up in your printed graph as well).

Now start the cart at the end of the track farthest from the computer and give it a gentle but quick
push toward the computer. Draw graphs showing your descriptions of the position and velocity as
functions of time using a consistent time scale for both graphs as above. You still should not be
using Capstone.
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Suggestion: Draw the position and velocity graphs for motion toward the sensor and motion away
from the sensor in one vertical column on a single page of your lab notebook. They could look
something like this (but all four in a line):

Figure 2.1. Graphs of Position and Velocity against time aligned vertically with proper axis labels.

What can you say is similar about your sets of graphs? What is different? Do those similarities
and differences make sense for what happened? Would the reader of your lab notes be able to say
which pair of graphs belongs to which direction of travel?

Acquire position, velocity and acceleration data

Set up the Capstone software to display graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration as functions
of time. General instructions for configuring Capstone to record and display data are available at
the beginning of the Computer Tools Supplement, but you should have an option to select which
will pre-configure these three graphs.

Position the cart on the end of the track near the computer with the LEDs and power button facing
toward you, click on the “Record” button in Capstone, then give the cart a quick push away from
the computer so it reaches the other end of the track in approximately one second. Re-scaling
the resulting graphs both horizontally and vertically to show only the region of interest during
the “free” motion of the cart. Then print out the graphs in “landscape” format on a single piece
of paper. Write a descriptive title across the top of your graph and add any other appropriate
annotations.

Rubric Awareness

At this point you are recording actual measured data values, which invokes Rubric IL.A. A
good rule of thumb is that if you are showing more than 3 numbers, you should have the
information in a table. And if you are trying to show a change over time (a trend), you
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should have the information in a graph. Your sketches up to this point also constitute data
and would be included in evaluating your IL.A performance for the lab as a whole endeavor.
At any point, having a number floating by itself is completely meaningless. Numbers need
to have units, and should always be assigned to variables and labels so that the reader knows
when the number was acquired and what it relates to within the lab.

Rubric QR.B also begin to comes up at this point. While taking data and recording it to
present to your reader, you need to be looking for patterns in that data. Noticing that the
position value gets smaller as the cart travels in a particular direction would be identification
of a very simple pattern in this data, that would satisfy a portion of QR.B. But you need to
represent this mathematically as well, which can be done by indicating a point on the track
which indicated the 0.0m position, and that the end of the track corresponds to X.XXm
positive or negative value in position.

And finally with the pattern identified and represented by math, you want to explain the
pattern with words. This fulfills SL.B.b, so long as you use those words to bring up con-
cepts from your research prior to lab. In the case of position measurements it is a simple
matter of how the device was programmed to display the information obtained. It uses a
tachometer to measure how many times the wheel rotates, and has a stored constant telling
it the circumference of the wheels.

The other patterns you would observe in the course of this lab may require a bit more work
for finding a formula and explanation, but should not require much more effort. Each graph
you produce is meant to illustrate some pattern, but you are encouraged to make note of any
other patterns you observe. You could note that velocity does not remain perfectly constant
when pushing the cart along the level track, and then find if the loss in velocity is related
to distance travelled or time of travel. These observations move beyond the scope of the
written lab procedures, but are still covered by the rubrics for evaluation, which illustrates
the reason why we use rubric evaluation for the labs instead of looking for you to record
specific values and perform selected math operations.

Use the Capstone software to calculate the average velocity during the “free” motion of the cart
by averaging a number of velocity values and finding the standard deviation of the values as an
uncertainty estimate. This is done by selecting the velocity-time data you wish to average with the
cursor and clicking on the “Σ" symbol at the top of the graph window; a drop-down menu of options
is displayed. Check the standard deviation option, and leave the other checked options checked.
Refer to the Uncertainty/Graphical Analysis supplement at the back of your lab manual for more
information on the standard deviation, what it means and how it is defined and calculated.

Rubric Awareness

This standard deviation value is the beginning of your data analysis for the lab, which brings
us back to Rubric SL.B.b. You want data analysis to be happening as you go along through
the lab, which makes automated analysis like what Capstone offers quite valuable. Data
analysis can help you to realize when the data you recorded is meaningless and a trial
should be attempted again. This can happen due to equipment failure, mistakes in setup
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or execution, and due to failing to account for variables which are relevant to the lab (recall
Rubric CT.B.b). Having standard deviation for data sets, averages for multiple trial runs,
trendlines for graphs, and t-tests for data acquired on known values or to compare trial runs
for similarity are the most common analysis techniques which will come up during these
labs. Knowing which analysis is appropriate and making a decent attempt at applying the
analysis is what we are looking for here. So if you take an average of values for a system
which was undergoing change (average position of cart moving across the track), then we
have a problem. But if you still don’t understand what a t-test is for, you should talk with
your TA but you aren’t going to be dropped in your evaluation score.

The average cart velocity can also be computed from the slope of the position versus time graph.
Use the Capstone software to find the slope of the position-time graph and the uncertainty of the
slope during the “free" motion of the cart. First use the cursor to mark the region of interest on
the position-time graph and then click on “fit" at the top of the graph window to choose the type
of fit to make to your data. If the displayed precision of the position measurements is less than
one standard deviation, you should increase the displayed precision. Your teaching assistant can
explain the procedure.

Repeat the experiment for the case of motion toward the computer, starting from the end of the
track away from the computer. Again, be sure to have the LEDs and power button facing toward
you on the cart. Print out the resulting graphs after making the adjustments described above, and
compute the average velocities using the same two methods.

If you have time, try to determine why it is important to pay attention to the location of the LEDs
and power button on your cart.

Compare questions and data

Address the following questions in a summary paragraph before you move on to the next experi-
ment:

1. How do the general shapes of your descriptions and experimental position-time, velocity-
time, and acceleration-time graphs compare? Were your expectations borne out by the ex-
periment (Compare your drawn graphs to your measured ones)? Explain why or why not.

2. Does the sign of the acceleration on the experimental acceleration-time graph make sense?
Use the definition of acceleration to help answer this.

3. Are the averages determined by the two methods above consistent? Use the uncertainties
derived from your data to make the comparison.

Complete your work with the horizontal track before moving on to the sloping track!

Motion along a sloping track

Raise the end of the track near the computer 8–10 cm above the tabletop by placing the wooden
block on edge under it. Make sure the spring-loaded plunger on one end of the cart is extended
and facing downhill to cushion the impact at the bottom of the ramp.
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Motion of cart moving down the ramp

Observe and describe motion

Do not use Capstone to record. Observe the motion as the car is released from rest at the top of the
ramp. Focus on the one-way trip down the ramp: ignore the bounces at the bottom end of the track.
Describe the motion of the cart in words. On a single page of your lab notebook, draw graphs of
what you expect the position, velocity, and acceleration functions to be for the cart from the point
of release until the instant before the cart hits the bumper at the bottom of the ramp. Use the top of
the track as the origin of the position-time graph.

Rubric Awareness

Rubric IL.B applies here (Force Diagrams). The manual did nothing to prompt you to draw
one in the words written. Instead it is the experimental setup and your objective which in-
dicate the need of a Force Diagram. Any time you are working on an angle, you should be
trying to figure out how gravity is going to work with the experiment. To do that, a Force
Diagram is the most useful tool available. You could have included quite a few Force Dia-
grams prior to now, as they are never a bad choice to include in a sketch of the experimental
setup. Essentially everywhere something experiences motion, a Force Diagram is useful.
Any time the direction of motion changes, a Force Diagram is useful. Remember: Force
Diagrams are one of the best tools available for solving problems throughout mechanical
physics.

Your Force Diagram should indicate what object you are representing forces for, a simple
label accomplishes this the best. Even if you are a fantastic artist, you never know how
hard it will be for your reader to notice what you have drawn out of context from the lab
setup. Once you have established which object you are drawing forces for, you then need
to indicate which forces act on that object and draw arrows in the appropriate directions
and with appropriate relative scale to one another for each force. All forces should be
drawn as arrows to or from the center of mass for the object. Even though the actual force
likely applies along the side of the object (such as friction on the wheels), the FBD is only
interested in representing direction for the object treated as a point-mass.

Including an axis is also quite important. Often this is accomplished simply by drawing
the gravitational force, since that indicates which direction is down for all experiments per-
formed on Earth. In rare cases it may be important to indicate your horizontal axis as well
though. There are times when an object is on a ramp where you do not want to use gravity
as your vertical axis, but instead want to use the surface of the slope as your horizontal axis.
Right now is a case where you must decide between those two options.

Acquire position, velocity, and acceleration data

Use the Capstone software to record the position-time, velocity-time, and acceleration-time graphs
for the above motion. Print and label the graphs as described above.

Use the Capstone software to calculate the average acceleration during the “free” motion of the
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cart (after your release or push) by two methods: by averaging a number of acceleration values
and by taking the slope of the velocity-time graph. For each measurement, record an uncertainty
estimate for your acceleration measurement. This will be the standard deviation of the mean of
your acceleration values in the first case and the standard error of the slope in the second.

Compare descriptions and data

Address the following questions in a summary paragraph before you move on to the next experi-
ment:

1. How do the general shapes of your descriptions and experimental position-time, velocity-
time, and acceleration-time graphs compare? Were your expectations borne out by the ex-
periment? Explain why or why not.

2. Does the sign of the acceleration on the experimental acceleration-time graph make sense?
Use the definition of acceleration to help answer this.

3. Are the averages determined by the two methods above consistent? Use the uncertainties
derived from your data to make the comparison.

Motion of cart moving up the ramp

Position the cart at the bottom of the ramp and give it a quick push up the ramp so that it does not
bump into the end stop at the top of the ramp. Focus on the one-way trip up the ramp until the cart
comes to rest. Draw graphs showing your descriptions of position, velocity, and acceleration as
functions of time on another sheet of paper. Then acquire position, velocity, and acceleration data
during this motion using Capstone. Address the three questions above in a summary paragraph
before you move on to the next experiment.

Motion of cart moving up and down the ramp

Again, position the cart at the bottom of the ramp and give it a quick push up the ramp so that it
does not bump into the end stop at the top of the ramp. This time focus on the two-way trip up and
down the ramp until the cart hits the bumper at the bottom of the ramp. Draw graphs describing the
position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of time on another sheet of paper. Then acquire
position, velocity, and acceleration data during this motion using Capstone and address the three
questions above.

Finally, describe the measured acceleration as the cart slows down, stops momentarily, and speeds
up again at the top of the track. Consider especially the time when the velocity is momentarily
zero.

Summary

Write a brief conclusion comparing your position, velocity, and acceleration measurements in the
various configurations.
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Rubric Awareness

The end of the lab is when it is appropriate to complete your work on rubric SL.A.a. This
rubric asked you how you can improve on the experiment, and it is asking you to think about
how your data could have been absolutely flawless. Was it easy to read position of the cart
consistently? If it is not, then your measurements for position would have been slightly off
due to the uncertainty in making readings.

Or you can make note of the noise in acceleration readings from Capstone. Or, would you
have been able to figure out more clearly how velocity and position function if you had a
longer track? This rubric is rather wide open since there are any number of ways in which
your experiment could have given you better data or run more smoothly. The goal is to
identify major shortcomings or significant improvements, but so long as you are thinking
about how to improve the data you are working well on the concept of experimental design
thinking.

No Effort Progressing Expectation Scientific

SL.A.a
Is able to
analyze the
experiment and
recommend
improvements
Labs: 2, 3, 5, 11, 12

No deliberately identified
reflection on the efficacy
of the experiment can be
found in the report

Description of
experimental procedure
leaves it unclear what
could be improved upon.

Some aspects of the
experiment may not have
been considered in terms
of shortcomings or
improvements, but some
are identified and
discussed.

All major shortcomings
of the experiment are
identified and reasonable
suggestions for
improvement are made.
Justification is provided
for certainty of no
shortcomings in the rare
case there are none.

SL.B.a
Is able to
explain
operation and
limitations of
measurement
tools
Labs: 2, 3, 6, 11, 12

At least one of the
measuring tools used in
lab lacks a clear
identification of
precision/limitation

All measuring tools are
identified with mention
of the
precision/limitation of
each tool, but no details
on how measurements
are performed

All measuring tools
identified with
precision/limitation of
each tool listed.
Description of how to
measure using some
tools may be
incorrect/vague, or
precision may not be
adequately justified.

All measuring tools are
identified with proper
precision values and
thorough discussion of
limitations. Descriptions
on how to make
measurements are
complete and could be
understood by readers
with no prior familiarity
with the measuring tools.

SL.B.b
Is able to
explain patterns
in data with
physics
principles
Labs: 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 12

No attempt is made to
explain the patterns in
data

An explanation for a
pattern is vague, OR the
explanation cannot be
verified through testing,
OR the explanation
contradicts the actual
pattern in the data.

An explanation is made
which aligns with the
pattern observed in the
data, but the link to
physics principles is
flawed through reasoning
or failure to understand
the physics principles.

A reasonable explanation
is made for the pattern in
the data. The explanation
is testable, and accounts
for any significant
deviations or poor fit.
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No Effort Progressing Expectation Scientific

CT.B.a
Is able to
describe
physics
concepts
underlying
experiment
Labs: 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12

No explicitly identified
attempt to describe the
physics concepts
involved in the
experiment using
student’s own words.

The description of the
physics concepts
underlying the
experiment is confusing,
or the physics concepts
described are not
pertinent to the
experiment for this week.

The description of the
physics concepts in play
for the week is vague or
incomplete, but can be
understood in the broader
context of the lab.

The physics concepts
underlying the
experiment are clearly
stated.

CT.B.b
Is able to
identify
dependent and
independent
variables
Labs: 2, 3, 6, 12

No attempt to explicitly
identify any variables as
dependent or
independent

Some variables identified
as dependent or
independent are
irrelevant to the
hypothesis/experiment,
or some variables
relevant to the
experiment are not
identified

The variables relevant to
the experiment are all
identified. A small
fraction of the variables
are improperly identified
as dependent or
independent.

All physical quantities
relevant to the
experiment are identified
as dependent and
independent variables
correctly, and no
irrelevant variables are
included in the listing.

QR.B
Is able to
identify a
pattern in the
data graphically
and
mathematically
Labs: 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12

No attempt is made to
search for a pattern,
graphs may be present
but lack fit lines

The pattern described is
irrelevant or inconsistent
with the data. Graphs are
present, but fit lines are
inappropriate for the data
presented.

The pattern has minor
errors or omissions. OR
Terms labelled as
proportional lack clarity -
is the proportionality
linear, quadratic, etc.
Graphs shown have
appropriate fit lines, but
no equations or analysis
of fit quality

The patterns represent
the relevant trend in the
data. When possible, the
trend is described in
words. Graphs have
appropriate fit lines with
equations and discussion
of any data significantly
off fit.

IL.A
Is able to record
data and
observations
from the
experiment
Labs: 1-12

"Some data required for
the lab is not present at
all, or cannot be found
easily due to poor
organization of notes. "

"Data recorded contains
errors such as labeling
quantities incorrectly,
mixing up initial and
final states, units are not
mentioned, etc. "

Most of the data is
recorded, but not all of it.
For example
measurements are
recorded as numbers
without units. Or data is
not assigned an
identifying variable for
ease of reference.

All necessary data has
been recorded throughout
the the lab and recorded
in a comprehensible way.
Initial and final states are
identified correctly. Units
are indicated throughout
the recording of data. All
quantities are identified
with standard variable
identification and
identifying subscripts
where needed.

IL.B
Is able to
construct a
force diagram
Labs: 1-12

No force diagrams are
present.

Force diagrams are
constructed, but not in all
appropriate cases. OR
force diagrams are
missing labels, have
incorrectly sized vectors,
have vectors in the
wrong direction, or have
missing or extra vectors.

Force diagram contains
no errors in vectors, but
lacks a key feature such
as labels of forces with
two subscripts, vectors
are not drawn from the
center of mass, or axes
are missing.

The force diagram
contains no errors, and
each force is labelled so
that it is clearly
understood what each
force represents. Vectors
are scaled precisely and
drawn from the center of
mass.
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No Effort Progressing Expectation Scientific

WC.A
Is able to create
a sketch of
important
experimental
setups
Labs: 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10-12

No sketch is constructed. Sketch is drawn, but it is
incomplete with no
physical quantities
labeled, OR important
information is missing,
OR it contains wrong
information, OR
coordinate axes are
missing.

Sketch has no incorrect
information but has
either a few missing
labels of given quantities,
or subscripts are
missing/inconsistent.
Majority of key items are
drawn with indication of
important
measurements/locations.

Sketch contains all key
items with correct
labeling of all physical
quantities and has
consistent subscripts.
Axes are drawn and
labeled correctly. Further
drawings are made where
needed to indicate
precise details not
possible in the scale of
initial sketch.

WC.B
Is able to draw
a graph
Labs: 2, 3, 5-9, 11, 12

No graph is present. A graph is present, but
the axes are not labeled.
OR there is no scale on
the axes. OR the data
points are connected.

"A graph is present and
the axes are labeled, but
the axes do not
correspond to the
independent (X-axis) and
dependent (Y-axis)
variables or the scale is
not accurate. The data
points are not connected,
but there is no trend-line.
"

The graph has correctly
labeled axes,
independent variable is
along the horizontal axis
and the scale is accurate.
The trend-line is correct,
with formula clearly
indicated.
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Print this page. Tear in half. Each lab partner should submit their half along with the lab report and then retain until the end of semester when returned with evaluations indicated by TA.

Lab 2 Motion in a Straight Line:

Name: Lab Partner:

EXIT TICKET:
� Remove the wooden block from under track so that the track rests flat on the table.
� Place the Motion Sensor level with the track so it can properly record cart motion.
� Quit Capstone and any other software you have been using.
� Straighten up your lab station. Put all equipment where it was at start of lab.
� Required Level of Effort.

� Complete the pre-lab assignment
� Work well with your partner

� Arrive on time
� Complete the lab or run out of time

SL.A.a CT.B.a IL.B
SL.B.a CT.B.b WC.A
SL.B.b QR.B WC.B

IL.A
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